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Highlands of Scotland – 1295

Alexander MacKillican is a man drowning in responsibility.

With rumors of an impending war filling his head, Alex returns home after a year in Edinburgh to announce
his plans to join the coming fight against the English. But when he arrives home, he finds his father dying,
his castle under threat of siege by a rival clan, and his twin sister claiming that Faeries roam their lands.

As the eldest son, it falls to Alex to take on the onerous task of setting things to rights and ensuring the
welfare of Clan MacKillican. The last thing he needs is a strange woman arriving unannounced to add to the
bedlam that his life has become. Honor demands that he offer her protection. But is he keeping her safe or
has he allowed a spy into his home?

Denver, CO – Present Day

Analise Shaw is a woman suffocating in her perfect life.

Annie has spent her life being the perfect daughter. She’s even agreed to marry the “perfect” man to suit her
parents. But as the wedding nears, she’s getting cold feet. What Annie really wants isn’t a husband, but time
to herself and a place to call her own.

A deathbed promise to her grandmother sends Annie to Scotland, to the cottage she’s inherited. Once there,
her attempt to solve a mystery surrounding her grandmother takes a bizarre twist, landing her in another
time–A time in which she finds a sense of purpose, a sense of belonging, and a quiet, brooding Highlander
who makes her question all her old arguments against wanting a man of her very own.

Alex and Annie face the challenges of lives taking paths completely different from the ones they expected to
travel. Just as they begin to suspect that, together, they can face any obstacle, they are presented with the
biggest obstacle of all: the Magic that would return Annie to her own time and the man who awaits her there.
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From Reader Review All the Time You Need for online ebook

Lori Howe says

Melissa Mayhue's stories continue to be among my favorites. Terrific escape from the everyday, to places
and times I wish I could experience.

anieva says

So many nice things about this book! It didn't do the usual will-they-won't-they thing where they nearly
come together and then get torn apart by people or circumstances, and you are impatient for the peaceful
enjoyment of reading about the characters without the (even though you know it's temporary) angsty-ness
that usually happen at least one or two times in book. Here, a difficulty starts, and within a few paragraphs,
you can see order resuming, at least for the individual challenges within the larger story conflict. And that
larger conflict is not one that tears at you the whole time you are reading, so you can enjoy yourself without
the...suspense? Perhaps it is just me, but I really like not to get into nervous knots when I'm reading most
stories, at least love stories. Little bumps in the road easily but smartly smoothed are quite enough for me!

I liked the prologue, too. I liked - is this a SPOILER???? - how the main couple were involved in the
prologue.

However, - WARNING that this is probably a SPOILER, though we know there's happily always an HEA in
romance novels - the scene of the return was so fast, too fast, imho. I was really looking forward to it, and
then, boom, there it was. Not the momentous, savory occasion befitting an ending or needed. The prologue
kind of made up for that, though.

Barb Lie says

I love all of Melissa's Highlander series, and was thrilled to see that she is starting a new series. This series
follows her Warrior series. What makes this a great read is we are back with the Highlanders and Time
Travel, which is always a great combination and Melissa writes it so well.

Loved Annie, and Lissa, and eventually Alexander. It was a very nice romance, but I was somewhat
impatient for Alexander and Annie to fall in love. I look forward to the next book in this series. If you love
Highlanders, Romance, and Time Travel, look no further then All The Time You Need.

Barb
The Reading Cafe

Brittany says



It had been a long time since I have gotten back to one of my favorite genres time-travel romance and what a
better way to jump back in than with a Melissa mayhue book. This looks to be a promising new started to a
new series. I enjoyed every minute of it!!

Letha says

Another great story from Melissa Mayhue. The heroine Annie grew in character and strength as the story
unfolded. Alex, the hero, almost ruined it all. I love that the real love story started with their grandparents.....

Amy says

This book had me re-reading so many sentences that were so special. This right here is some of Ms.
Mayhue's best writing ever. I loved this book so much-such a sweet story of two clearly wonderful, caring
people.

I enjoyed Analise going back to the cottage in Scotland her grandmother owned, and starting the story there.
I"m pretty much enchanted with all Melissa writes along the Fae story lines, Scottish history and lovable
characters filled with secrets in her books and this story is among the best.

Alexander is a fine leader and level headed hero.

Can't wait to read Syrie and Patrick's story next! Thank you Ms. Mayhue for letting us escape into fatasyland
while we read your books!

Wilma J Osborn says

Love this book

She does a wonderful job of keeping you on edge and keeping it real. I plan on reading the whole Highland
Series. You should too!!

Anne says

A very nice highlander story good characters.

Ashley Daviau says

It's been awhile since I've read a guilty pleasure highlander time travel romance and I must say, I thoroughly
enjoyed it! Something about the genre is just so enjoyable for me, I can't quite decide whether it's the idea of
gorgeous Scottish Highlanders or the idea of time travel.



And this story definitely has an abundance of both! What I particularly enjoyed about this one is that it
wasn't over the top cheesy like some books of the genre can be. It had just the right balance of romance,
mystery and magic!

I particularly enjoyed the way the time travel worked in this story, it was magical but was still believable.
And I really loved how it involved multiple generations of the same families, it was an interesting touch!

Really, my only complaint is that I found certain parts unnecessary and they mildly affected my enjoyment
of the story. But it's really a minor complaint and other than that, I loved it!

Caroline says

As ever Melissa Mayhue does not disappoint! I loved the Daughters of the Glen series and this one promises
just as much. I loved the characters and the settings and am already reading the next in the series. Roll on
more for this one!

Mimi says

An new addition to Melissa Mayhue's time-travel romance stories in the Highlands. Although it is billed as a
new series, Alex, his two fellow warriors, Jamesy and Finn, and Syrie were all introduced in the Warrior
series. Enjoyable, fast read.

Jemma Ostergren says

Ending is predictable

I've read all the other books in this series, ie Thirty Nights with a Highlander, and this one falls short of
expectations.

The story has no real conflicts, the plot line is overly simplified as if she didn't really know what to write.
The book simply has no depth. The over all concept was fine, it's the storyline that's just...boring.

The main characters are simply attracted to one another, no deep feeling or encounters to get to know one
another. Which creates a ridiculous ending. The last 1/4th of the book is the only time it gets interesting.

Khulood says

Time travel, Scotland, Magic! The perfect combo *sigh*
This is my first Melissa Mayhue novel, and definitely not the last! I have fallen in love with this book, the
characters were wonderful, and seriously, Alexander MacKillican is swoon-worthy. I can't recommend it
enough!



Mary says

I can't wait for the next book in this series!

Lee Marshall says

Love love loved this book! It introduced me to this author and I'm in the process of reading all of her boos
now.


